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How to Draw a Daisy Flower (Daisies) in Easy Step by
Step Drawing Instructions Tutorial for Beginners

drawinghowtodraw.com/stepbystepdrawinglessons/2016/10/draw-daisy-flower-daisies-easy-step-step-drawing-
instructions-tutorial-beginners/

Today I will show you how to draw and color (or paint) a daisy flower in simple-to-
follow step by step drawing instructions. I will also show you how to colorize and shade
the daisy. Happy Drawing!

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/ccUccFFOzFA

Here are more Flower Drawing Tutorials

Learn How to Draw a Daisy Flower (Daisies) in Simple
Steps Drawing Lesson / Tutorial for Beginners
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Written-Out Step by Step Drawing Instructions

(Step 1) Draw a circle. Use lighter lines than me – I only used dark lines to allow you to
see what I am doing.
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(Step 2) Draw petals across from each other.

(Steps 3 – 4) Space out the petals so they are about the same distance apart as the
previous petals.

(Step 5) Now start overlapping petals.

(Step 6) Erase some lines that you no longer need.

(Step 7) Overlap some more petals.

(Step 8) Erase some more lines.

(Step 9) Finish up the petals.

(Step 10) Add basic flat color of white and yellowish-tan.

(Step 11) Draw a brown circle in the yellow part of the flower.

(Steps 12-17) Now spiral circles around the fist circle that you drew. As the circles get
closer to the center, they get smaller and lighter in color.

(Step 18) Draw gray lines in each white petal.

(Step 19) Add shadows…the further back the petal, the darker shadows there will be.
You can white to the center of each tiny yellow circle.

Here are more Flower Drawing Tutorials

Technorati Tags: daisy, daisies, daisy flower, how to draw a daisy, how to draw a daisy
flower, how to draw daisies, flowers
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